Office Case Study

Smart monitoring
slashes bills by
£9,000 per
Year...
The Background
Smarta’s
Utilities
Manager
Monitoring
Service
was
implemented at a large town
centre office block and confirmed
a
low
level
of
ongoing
consumption, equivalent to annual
costs of £1,500 per year
Initial findings
The graph (below) shows how the
consumption increased suddenly.
The customer was notified straight
away and investigations to locate
the cause started. Smarta were
pleased to provide advice with the
urinals turned off at the end of the
day.

leak / excessive consumption
caused by malfunctioning urinals
was resolved.
Summary
Without our daily checking service
the increase in consumption, and
higher water use would have gone
unchecked until the next water bill
was received.
Moreover, the
increase may have simply been
attributed to increased use on site
in this busy office complex.
Through our daily checking service
and alarm notification system we
ensured the customer saved
paying an extra £9,000 per year.
Smarta’s daily monitoring service
helps to ensure increases in
consumption
are
spotted
immediately ensuring costs can be
reduced promptly.

The Results
The impact on consumption is very
clear, with the overnight flow
reduced to zero confirming the
.

Smarta
monitors
the
water
consumption of each of our
customers every day. As soon as a
problem is identified, the customer
is informed, enabling the cause to
be found and the problem
rectified as quickly as possible.

Consumption Monitoring
• Water Efficiency Audits
• Leak detection
• Leak repairs
• Pipe installation / replacement
• Internal pipe works
• Billing Analysis
• Surface area drainage
charge reviews
• Consultancy

To find out how we can help and to
arrange a survey call
0844 880 6966
When it comes to preventing water leaks
the only way is the SMARTA way
Smarta Environment Ltd North House, Fountain Street
T: 0844 880 6966 0844 880 6967
enquiries@smartaenvironm,ent.com
www.smartaenvironment.com

